 Biometric Student Identification and Rollcall System
 Full integration to biometric access control and student management
systems

 Manage classroom, exam and field trip attendance
 Portable handheld devices verify student identification using their
biometric fingerprint

 Live summary of attendance variances on handheld devices
 Web based application with system overview dashboard
 Comprehensive report suite

PT-Rollcall, a mobile solution that merges biometric access control with student rollcall data for prompt and
accurate verification of students attending an academic event. From class room and workshop attendance, exam
venue allocation, sport event management, and field trip transportation provisionining, PT-Rollcall offers
educational institutes the ability to effectively record student presence using biometric technology as a means
to deter fraudulent attendance.

Allowing for visual verification of the positively identified student, by displaying the students details and
captured photo from the access control system on the touch screen devices, adds to the integrity of the
information captured at the time of the rollcall as PT-Rollcall fuses records from multiple systems thus ensuring
accuracy of the data from high level systems with no ability of manipulation on the front end. Lecturers and
invigilators can quickly verify that students identified are in fact those on the system even if the alternate option
of scanning the student card barcode is required due to the lack or poor quality of the biometric templates.
Not to be confused with emergency mustering solutions, PT-Rollcall and its associated mobile devices eliminates
the need for paper based attendance rollcall registers traditionally used to record student presence in a class
room or examination venue using timetable and roster information generated in student management systems.
This time saving solution caters for multiple venues, with real time summary of students identified and absence
per session which is automatically uploaded to the respective student systems for academic records via the
institutes secure network. The pre allocated time slots per session that can be manually closed once the lecturer
is satisfied that all present student have been identified or will automatically close at the end of the time slot
ensure that no verifications will be accepted post session.
A comprehensive selection of web based reports with detailed information of student identifications, session
audit details with the invigilator or lecturers details, number of students expected versus students identified,
device status, provide for redundant options for further verification if required.

